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Research Questions

• How common are split epistemologies 

between classical and quantum physics?

• Why do epistemologies split?
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• Two groups of CU Quantum Mechanics 

students (N=26)

• Students discussed experiences, beliefs, 

and content regarding quantum

• Sessions were audio and video recorded

Presence of Splits across Courses

Category Theme Example Quote

Intuition

Students have two distinct 

“intuitions”, one for classical 

and one for quantum

"We just learned a different intuition... The axiom of our 

[classical] intuition comes from our experiences. But now 

we have a different axiom of which to pull our intuition."

Students recognize that they 

can develop intuitions for 

quantum but might not be 

there yet.

"It’s very different to try to be intuitive about this class I 

think. But there are some intuitions ... you can gain.”

Students struggle and/or find 

new ways to visualize 

quantum systems.

"We all really struggled with adjusting to not being able 

to visualize exactly what we were doing, which was a big 

change from most of our other physics classes."

Math

Math in quantum plays a 

different role than in classical

"I had a problem transitioning to the new math style 

cause ... it was like learning a new language, especially 

with something that wasn’t real."

Learning quantum requires 

learning new mathematical 

representations of physics

“Like you’re using totally different like kind of operators 

and things and ... the introduction of kets and like these 

new notations for like, weird vector quantities. And just 

weird things that are written completely different.”

Students tend to trust the 

math more in quantum

"The math tells us that there’s no hidden variables... 

We ... have to trust the math in saying that this is actually 

the nature of quantum mechanics."

Social/

culture/

Experience

Students find quantum less 

tangible to real-world 

experiences

"Classical physics is right in my eyes. Quantum physics 

is kind of nonsense with respect of what I see in the 

world."

Students have differing levels 

of personal interest in 

quantum

“This is the class where physics … became directly 

applicable to the research I love.”

Quantum has more reputation 

than other classes

"We’re kind of walking into [QM] expecting our brains to 

go on a trip."

Quantum 

weirdness

Students see quantum as 

weird

"I still am a little creeped out by that whole wavefunction 

collapse deal. I don’t really see how they ... interpreted ... 

that [it] just happens."

Students see quantum as cool "It’s actually kind of a really beautiful theory even though 

everyone thinks of it as this counterintuitive thing."

Coherence

Students see differing levels 

of connection between the 

topics of quantum

"For quantum, I felt like most of it was all linked by a 

thread of probabilities or positions... we were always 

looking at the same type of thing ... you’re always trying 

to measure the same things."

Bifurcated CLASS [3]

Focus groups

• Survey administered to 12 courses

• 4 universities, 843 students

Direction of Splitting
As compared to classical physics, students express that:

• Topics in quantum are more disconnected

• They are more likely to trust the result of a calculation 

over their intuition in quantum physics

• Quantum changes ideas about how the world works more

• Quantum has less relation to the real world

• They feel that they are less likely to figure out a quantum 

problem on their own if they get stuck.

CLASS 

Item
Prompt

6
Knowledge in [classical/quantum] physics 

consists of disconnected topics.

23

In doing a [classical/quantum] physics 

problem, if my calculation gives a very 

different result from what I’d expect, I’d trust 

the calculation rather than going back through 

the problem.

28
Learning [classical/quantum] physics changes 

my ideas about how the world works.

35

The subject of [classical/quantum] physics has 

little relation to what I experience in the real 

world.

40

If I get stuck on a [classical/quantum] physics 

problem, there is no chance I’ll figure it out on 

my own.

• Emergent coding revealed 12 themes 

grouped into 5 categories

• Codes captured over 95% of split 

epistemological comments

Course Uni. N Items split

6 23 28 35 40

Upper Division Quantum 1/

Spec. Top. Quantum Spin
CPP 47 ✓ ✓ ✓

Upper-Division Modern Physics CSUF 17 ✓ ✓ ✓

Upper-Division Quantum 1 CU
42 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

41 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Lower-Division Modern Physics 

for Physics Majors
CU

52 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

76 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Lower-Division Modern Physics 

for Engineering Majors
CU

121 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

68 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

51 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

78 ✓ ✓ ✓

114 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Upper Division Modern Physics UMD 22 ✓ ✓ ✓

Introduction

• Student beliefs about nature of knowing 

in physics (epistemologies) are important 

for learning [1]

• Previous work shows epistemologies can 

be domain-specific [2]. Students 

sometimes have different beliefs (“split”) 

between classical and quantum physics

Example of splitting from one of the upper division quantum 

courses (N=42) at CU. C=Classical, Q=Quantum.

*Statistically significantly different at the α<0.05 level


